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Abstract 

Multi-media education system is more and more widely used in all levels of education. In 

order to decrease cost of multi-media system and keep efficiency with increasing multi-media 

materials, proxy cache algorithm has been widely studied. Based on analysis of existing 

research of proxy cache results, an improved proxy coaching strategy of prefix cache and 

postfix merging is proposed. The strategy can dynamically adjust prefix cache size with the 

object access change. A more effective method of steaming merging has been proposed with 

multicast used in postfix portion. The results show that the improved strategy can effectively 

utilize proxy cache resource, shorten time delay and save band width. 
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1. Introduction 

Multi-media makes great change to human’s life. It is a comprehensive electronic and 

information technology and greatly changes the trend of computer system, video and audio 

equipments. Multi-media technology can also be used in education. The technology can help 

students to concentrate on learning and improve efficiency. Visualization technology can use 

vivid 3D picture or video instead of abstract and boring lessons to improve intuition.  

Multi-media has been used for education for years. There are also lots of researches on it. 

In the beginning, there are both internal and external problems on staff and students to resolve 

[1]. As the research development, Multi-media education system is divided into four types: 

linguistic visual, nonlinguistic visual, linguistic audible, and nonlinguistic audible [2]. Recent 

years, the develop direction has been studied [3]. 

With the development of distributed system, education system is integrated into school 

network and terminal computers as a conception has been used in education. In order to cut 

cost, all resources can be stored in the server and each computer in classroom or other places 

in school can be seen as terminal computer. In the system, data transmission can use 

streaming media and each computer accesses to the server to request data package. Data 

transmission has characteristics of high band width, short time delay and low jitter. So, it 

demands high quality of network and better data transmission system. With the increasing of 

the data and terminal computers, the access would be more frequently at a short time, for 

example, at the beginning of class. In order to make the efficiency higher and keep 

multimedia file play smoothly, the access algorithm should be studied to make full use of the 

bandwidth and multi-media resources. 
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Recently, many algorithms based on proxy has been proposed, such as prefix merging [4], 

uniform segmentation [5], exponential segmentation [6], layered media cache [7], multiple 

version cache [8], batching [9], patching [10], stream merging [11-14], and so on. In teaching 

system, the prefix part can be pre-stored in proxy server before lesson starting. This can 

reduce the start delay in the terminal computer to keep the teaching going well. In addition of 

patching and steaming merging technology [15-17], more terminal computers would share a 

same multicast streaming to effectively reduce the band width and server resource 

consumption but to get better performance. When one video or file has a high request 

frequency, algorithms described before would still consume high bandwidth and has little 

dynamic adjusting capability. 

 The algorithms described before just can be used in off-line state, but how to effectively 

use in proxy server cache condition is still to be resolved. Therefore this study intends to 

develop a new request algorithm between terminal computers and sever. This algorithm 

would be called CRMT (compatible reachable merge target) algorithm. Existing technology 

analysis is presented in Section 2. The CRMT algorithm is presented and discussed in Section 

3. Simulation and results are showed in section 4 and concluding remarks are then given in 

Section 5. 

 

2. Existing Technology Analysis 
 

2.1. System description [18-20] 

 

 

Figure 1. Proxy based streaming multimedia system 
 

In order to describe the algorithm intuitively, we firstly give the system model as showing 

in Figure 1. All the terminal computers can be seen as a client cloud or divided into several 

client clouds. For example, four terminal computers can be seen as one client cloud or two 

client clouds. If it has been divided into two client clouds, terminal computer 1 and terminal 

computer 2 is included in client 1 while terminal  computer 3 and terminal computer 4 is in 

client 2. There is a proxy between server and clients and all clients would request video or 

other documents from the server through the proxy. Parts of video or other files are stored in 

the proxy. We firstly make some assumption as the following: 

(1) All the video request is from the begin of a special video; 

(2) All the video transfer rate is same as that of playback; 
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(3) Each terminal computer just can receive five video streaming at one time. 

In Figure 1, some parameters are defined. N  is the number of multimedia files in server; 

)(iL  is the time length of file i ; )(iLc  is the time length of file i  storage in proxy. )(ir  is 

the code rate of file i ; )(i  is the request rate of file i ; S is the proxy cache memory 

capacity; )(kBc is cache capacity of terminal computer K ; ),( mig  is the cache gain of part 

m  of video i ; maxd is the maximum time delay between server and proxy. 

 

2.2. Proxy based multimedia data transmission [21-23] 

The video stream is divided into two parts: data transmission between server and proxy; 

data transmission between proxy and terminal computers. Due to the simple system, unicast is 

used in the data transmission between server and proxy. In the system, each proxy just 

communicate with server and terminal computers. Mixed data transmission ways of unicast 

and multicast are adopted in data exchange between proxy and terminal computers. 

Assuming that )}(min{ kBcBc  , and Bc  is the maximum cache memory capacity. 

There are three conditions in data transmission strategy. Detailed description is showed as the 

following: 

(1) If )()( iLiLcBc  , as showed in Figure 2. 

 

  

Figure 2. Some conditions 
 

Define a request arrival time as the start time and Bc  as the time length to be zone of Bc . 

Starting time of current zone of Bc  is defined as Tb . When a new access arrives at time t , if 

BcTbt  , then, the access would belong to zone of Bc ; or else, the access is not belong 

to the current zone and go into next zone at the start time t .  With the same method, accesses 

arriving at different time belong to different Bc  zones. To the whole video, whole time axle 

would be divided into everyBc  zone. At the beginning of arbitrary zone of Bc , the proxy 

prepares a multicast streaming with time length of )(iLc . In the  Bc  zone, it starts to receive 

video stream as the first access arrives when other requests arrives. As for each request in the 

Bc  zone, with the t meets the condition of )(iLcTbt  , all accesses would receive the 
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multicast video part )](),(( iLiLc . The video part firstly transmits from server to proxy, and 

then, from proxy to the terminal computers in multicast ways. 

It is obviously that bandwidth of video i  can be showed as the following: 

                                  )]()([
)(1

)()(
)(1 iLciL

Bci

iri
iB 









                                     (1) 

(2) If BciLc  )(0 , as shows in )(c  of figure 2. 

This can be divided into two conditions: 1) when access time t  meets )(iLct  , the 

transmission strategy would be the same as )()( iLiLcBc  ; 2) if access arriving time 

t  meet the condition of BctiLc )( , the access would receive and cache the part of 

video )](,[ iLt , at the same time, unicast is used to get the video )](,0[ iLc , after 

)(iLct  , the video part )),(( tiLc  would be got from server by unicast ways. 

It is obviously that the video transmission would take bandwidth: 
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2.3. Existing technology analysis 

Local cache strategy divides the streaming multimedia file into lots of segments. The proxy 

server pre-store some of them. In local cache strategy, segment dividing has two typical 

methods. One is time zone based method and the other is mass based method. Time zone 

method can also be seen the same as segment based proxy cache strategy. There are also three 

typical methods: prefix cache, mean segments dividing and exponential segments dividing. 

All the method is the start part of the cache streaming multimedia. Typical mass zone based 

local cache strategy includes layered cache and multi version cache. Layered cache needs the 

streaming multimedia in layered coding. Multi version cache store various kinds of version 

and transmit special version with respond bandwidth.  

Typical cache strategy is good for improving proxy performance, but mass based layer 

cache needs online code process. If a file is requested in a short time, CPU resource would be 

excessively consumed. Multi version is a simple cache method, but due to its cache of 

different versions, cache memory is wasted. In addition, the versions is limited and it can’t 

adapt every condition in the network. Time based cache strategy has little concentration to 

take popularity and access mode of multimedia into consideration. Segments size and 

dividing method lack adaptability. Size of segment dividing too big would waste cache 

memory and too little would increase complexity of space dispatching.  

The transmit strategy proposed can be divided into reaction type and non-reaction type. In 

reaction type, terminal computers send request to server or proxy. After they get the access, 

they would send message to terminal computers. In non-reaction type, server or proxy send 

data or information to terminal computers without any requests. 

Prefix cache is pre-store the prefix of multimedia object in proxy. The proxy can be 

fetched from proxy directly to decrease the time delay in terminal computers. The proxy fetch 

the postfix from server while it deliver the prefix to terminal computers. This method can 

save bandwidth for the reason of using prefix deliver channel. In the method, it is quite 

important to determine size of prefix and segment dividing method. The two factors can 
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greatly influence performance of system. It has many dividing method. In each dividing 

method, uniform dividing method divide the whole file into segments with same size, 

exponential dividing method dived the whole file into segments, which latter segment is twice 

size of the former one. 

Key to merge streams is to establish an effective merging tree and the merging tree can 

merge terminal computer’s request into multicast stream. The aim is to ensure the merging 

target and merging sequence. All the effort is to decrease the total bandwidth demanded by 

the server. The best method is optimal stream merging and early merging. The optimal 

method is according to calculation to find the merging tree with minimum resource 

consumption. Example is showed in Figure 4. Early merging algorithm is according to find 

nearest merging point to merge the targets. Take Figure 4 as an example, if in early merging 

as the algorithm, the results would change. The detail results is showed in Figure 3. 

 

 

Figure 3. Early merging 

3. CRMT 

CRMT is derived from skyscraper algorithm and piggybacking algorithm. It has the same 

assumption with the system model. The network just has unicast between the server and 

proxy, and has both unicast and multicast between proxy and terminal computers. Terminal 

computers always request from start part of the video and proxy storages prefix to diminish 

the time delay of request of each terminal computer. 

The algorithm is divided into two steps: 

(1)  Prefix of streaming multimedia is stored in proxy. This can provide the real time 

service. Capacity of segments and cache memory can be determined with the method later. It 

can decrease the effect of streaming multimedia on proxy efficiency.  

(2) When all the requests have arrived at one cache zone, proxy would transmit the left 

data through the pre assigned postfix channels. This algorithm can help to decrease bandwidth 

of the network. The merging method in postfix data transmission can further reduce the 

network resource consumption. 
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3.1. Determination of segment time length 

The segment time length should be determined step by step and adjusted dynamically. 

Here, we assume a segment time length is to be 20s. is is determined by number of streaming 

video and capacity of proxy server cache. Use N  and S  to represents number of streaming 

video and capacity of proxy server cache. When streaming multimedia is completely played, 

average request interval of terminal computers is used as an index to determine the time 

length of segment. Here, we use the mean time as the initial value of time length of segment. 

This initial time can be adjusted with the request arrives to meet self-demand. Some 

important parameters are showed in Table 1. 
 

Table 1. Important parameters 

Parameters Definition Unit 

N  Number of streaming video  

S  Capacity of proxy cache B 

i  Frequency of video i  being request Hz 

ir  Mean time length of video i  s 

is  Segment length of video i  s  

 

In the operation, if request frequency i  to video i  increases, capacity of cache would 

adaptively increase. On the contrary, if i   decreases, capacity of responsible cache would 

decrease.  

 

3.2. CRMT 

In order to decrease the complexity and variation of merging tree, the paper proposes an 

algorithm of compatible reachable merge target (CRMT) to merge the postfix multicast 

streaming in the proxy cache system. 

When a new request receives, the system would traverse the multicast with time sequence 

to find the nearest target streaming. If the traversal finds more than one merging points, all the 

points are compared to select the original one. Merging points, with shorter distance than 

original merging point can be selected as the new merging point. Usually, point with shortest 

distance would be selected. If there is no point with shorter distance, the original point is 

selected as the merging point. If the traversal just can find one merging point, the point would 

be selected. The main idea of the algorithm is to choose a nearest target streaming. 

 

 

Figure 4. Optimal stream merging 
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Dynamic program gives a minimum consumption merging tree of all requests. As shows in 

Figure 4, A, B, C and D represent access of A, B, C, and D respectively; A/B represents 

merging streaming of access A and access B while C/D represents merging streaming of 

access C and access D; A/B/C/D represents the merging stream of access A, B, C and D. 

There is no doubt that it is the best merging method if the consumption is the unique index.  

When access C arrives, dynamic program merges access C and B at point 0.5, and merging 

stream of access B and C merges at point 0.75 with access A. With access D arrives and 

dynamic program, access D and C merge at point 0.6 and access B and A merge at point 0.55, 

A and B merging stream and C and D merging stream merge in 0.95. This is the best merging 

tree and the consumption value is 1.9. 

In Figure 5, if access D arrives at point 0.55 and with algorithm ERMT (earliest reachable 

merge target), access B and C merge at point 0.25, stream B and C merge with access D at 

point 0.8, stream of B, C and D merges with A at point 1.05. The total consumption is 2.1; 

with algorithm of CRMT, access of B and C merge at point 0.5, stream of B and C merges 

with access A at point 0.75, stream of A, B and C merges with access D at point 1.05. The 

total cost is 2.05. So, CMRT algorithm has better performance than that of EMRT. Of course, 

both the two algorithms are compatible for the actual application. 

 

 

Figure 5. Compatible reachable merge target 
 

Using 1x , 2x , 3x , 4x  represent arriving time of access A, B, C and D. Using 

dimensionless time unit “1” as time length of video, CA represents the merging point of 

access A and C, CA  represents distance between arriving time of access C and CA . Then, 

13131 2)(2 xxxxxCA                                         (3) 

13 xxCA                                                         (4) 

Whether target stream B merges with stream D or not, stream D can always merge with 

stream A. So, if merging point of stream B and D has short distance than that of B and A, 

streaming D is selected to be the merging point, or else, A is the merging point, that is to say 

that merging behavior has no change. If streaming D is chosen to be the merging point, 
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difference between two merging methods is the consumption saving. If stream B keep the 

original merging target of stream A, the total cost would keep constant. 

In Figure 5, if access D arrives at time point of 0.6, there is just one target stream B. 

merging tree of stream B and D would have a less consumption than merging of stream B/C 

first and then merging B/C with A. The difference between the two merging method can be 

described as the following: 

CAxxxxDBCBCAxx  413423 )2()1()())(21(     (5) 

We know the arriving time of D is earlier than the merging point of stream of B/C and 

access A. Or else, B can’t be the target stream. So value of equation 5 won’t be bigger than 0. 

From the description above, we can see that CRMT algorithm is more compatible than 

ERMT to produce merging tree. 

Merging tree of CRMT is shown in figure 6. ‘ a ’ in the figure represents prefix. When 

access A arrives at time 0, prefix of streaming multimedia would be get from prefix proxy, 

and left content acquire from postfix multicast channel. When access B is at the end of prefix, 

stream B would merge with A at point 0.55; when access C is at the end of prefix, it would 

seek forward and find two target stream B and A. Due to the appearance of stream C, it can 

merge with B at point 0.5. So, it merges with B instead of merging of A and B at point 0.55. 

As the same method, access D merges with forward target stream too. 

 

 

Figure 6. Compatible reachable merge target 
 

Now, there would be four kind of channel in the system: (1) unicast channel between 

terminal computer and proxy to receive prefix; (2) unicast channel between proxy and server 

to receive postfix; (3) multicast channel between proxy and terminal computer to play postfix; 

(4) multicast channel to monitor merging target of proxy postfix. 
 

4. Simulation and Results 

The simulation results would be compared with three forms of earliest streaming merge 

target.  

Figure 7 shows the performance comparison with optimal stream merging. The Y axis 

represents the increasing percentage of server bandwidth compared with optimal stream 

merging, while X axis represents velocity of terminal computer request in the whole process 

of video playing. From figure we can see that results of CRMT algorithm is better than that of 
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ERMT algorithm, and performance difference between CRMT and optimal stream merging is 

quite little. 

 

   

   

Figure 7. Performance comparison with optimal stream merging 
 

 

Figure 8. Server bandwidth deduction ratio 
 

 

Figure 9. Mean client waiting time 
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Figure 8 shows that bandwidth cost with server bandwidth deduction ratio. In different size 

of cache and compare with prefix algorithm, prefix integrated with CRMT takes less 

bandwidth. 

Cache size represents the ratio of size of proxy cache compared with total size of all the 

multimedia; bandwidth deduction ratio represents the occupied ratio of bandwidth between 

server and proxy. 

Figure 9 shows mean waiting time of terminal computers with different algorithms in fixed 

server compatible bandwidth. Dynamic adjusting algorithm the paper proposed is mainly to 

improve the utilizing efficiency, at the same time, it also can decrease the bandwidth.  

 

5. Conclusion 

Multimedia is more and more widely used in education, no matter in college classes or 

senior school class or others places. Number of multimedia education files would be very 

large in the future. So, it is quite important to study the dispatching method to meet the 

demand of normal teaching activities.  

In the proxy cache based streaming multimedia transmission system, cache strategy and 

transmission scheduling scheme are the core of the system design. Both algorithm and system 

can be used in education system. In order to further improve the cache efficiency, saving 

network bandwidth and improve capacity of the server, paper proposed a prefix cache, postfix 

multicast/ multicast channel merging algorithm. According to results of the simulation, the 

algorithm can get better effect on saving bandwidth and decrease start time delay. It also can 

dynamically adjust the capacity of the segment and cache. At a certain degree, it saves the 

resource in the network. 

Streaming merging method used in proxy cache system is still need further study, such as  

seeking merging method and combination with other method, and so on.  
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